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                    Waterscape's best rated condos, Waterscape Rentals By Owner.

                    Welcome to Waterscape!  We are located on Okaloosa Island in Destin/Fort Walton Beach, Florida. The condos offered below are the best reviewed condos in Waterscape Resort. They are rented directly by a Waterscape owner with no unnecessary fees.  Best quality, best service, best price!

			  

			  Waterscape Rentals by Owner is a boutique rental company working exclusively in the Waterscape Resort.  Small and focused, we provide guests with the best rated units and superior customer service, both uniquely matched to each
				family's needs.  Our expertise is making your Waterscape vacation personal, memorable, and FUN!

                

                
                    Rates & Availability
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                    What is Waterscape?

                

                Waterscape Resort is the most popular resort on the Emerald Coast.  There is something exciting here for all ages!

            

            
                
                    
                        
                        
                            	BEACHFRONT!!!
	Zero-Entry Pool with waterfall, lily-pad obstacle course, Olympic swim lane, and water gadgets
	Outdoor Heated pool (heated seasonally)
	Lazy river with waterfalls and an island of spray gadgets (tubes provided)
	Toddler pool with splash pad and pirate ship waterslide
	Covered play area for young kids with park like amenities
	Onsite Tiki Hut where you can buy lunch and drinks
	Walkable restuarants, shops, and activities


                        

                        
                            	Organized, Onsite Activities such as Dive-in Movies, Pirate Shows, Live Music, and more 
	Pool side grills with family seating throughout the resort
	Kayaks and paddle boards available onsite
	Bearch Service (Beachside chairs and umbrella setups) onsite
	Elevated Sundeck with Loungers
	Two Hot Tubs
	Onsite gym
	Onsite and active security 24/7


                        

                    



                    Beach Service, kayak and paddle board included FREE with all Rent Waterscape rentals 
					from March through November in 2023!

                    


                    




			    
                            
                                View my Waterscape tour!

				
				
                            


				



                         View our live Waterscape Webcam
				




                         Print a Waterscape Brochure
                    
                    




					

					
				
					Enter dates and press search to see pricing and availability.   Or, you can see all calandars at once here.

					


					
					
					

                    

                

            

        

    

    
        
            
                
                    Waterscape Rentals

                
                    Click a condo to see pictures, calendar, rates, and more.
                

                

            


            

                
                    
                        
                        
                            
                                Waterscape A104 2BR/2.5BA

                            

                            
                            A104 is a ground level condo at Waterscape, only two doors from the sand. This is about as close to the front as you can get in a 2 bedroom unit.  With an additional bunk room and 2.5 baths, this roomy condo sleeps 8 people, and has ground level convenience that will keep all 8 of you super happy on your trip!

                            

                        

                        

                    
                



                
                    
                        
                        
                            
                                Waterscape A200 3BR/3.5BA

                            

                            
                            A200 is beachfront, FRONT ROW UNIT at Waterscape, with sweeping views of the Gulf Coast as far as the eye can see. This unit is Waterscape's largest condo, with 3 bedrooms, 3.5 baths, and an additional bunkroom. There are only 12 end units in our resort of 339.  These are highly sought after due to the size and unmatched views.  Floor to ceiling windows across the entire front of the living space will take your breath away!

                            

                        

                        

                    
                


                
                    
                        
                        
                            
                                Waterscape A219 2BR/2.5BA

                            

                            
                            A219 is a ground level unit steps from the upper pool deck.  This unit has a limited beach view, but it is well made up for by it's convenient location and lower pricing!  If you have BIG dreams on a small budget, this unit may be just right for you! Features a remodeled, gourmet kitchen and easy access to pools right outside the door.

                            

                        

                        

                    
                


		
                    
                        
                        
                            
                                Waterscape A227 2BR/2.5BA

                            

                            
                            A227 is a ground level condo steps from the waterslide, toddler pool, and parking garage.  Located on the upper pool deck, this spacious condo is great for your family and maybe your friends, too.  This unit is on Waterscape's quiet outside and has a small view of the beach and the bay.  If you are traveling on a budget, have a look here!

                            

                        

                        

                    
                


		
                    
                        
                        
                            
                                Waterscape A308 2BR/2.5BA

                            

                            
                            A308 is a third floor condo with a gorgeous beach, pool, & waterfall view!  This unit is just 4 doors from the sand, steps to the parking garage, the elevator, and the the pool & hot tub entrance on the A side.  This unit has the best remodels in all of Waterscape.  From this unit you will view the waterfall, zero-entry pool, lily pad course, hot tubs, lazy river, tiki hut, and of course, the beautiful BEACH!

                            

                        

                        

                    
                


		
                    
                        
                        
                            
                                Waterscape A310 2BR/2.5BA

                            

                            
                            A310 is a third floor condo with a gorgeous beach, pool, & waterfall view!  It's in a great spot in the resort, steps to the parking garage, the elevator, and the the pool & hot tub entrance on the A side.  If patio relaxing is your thing, this is the unit for you.  From this unit you will view the waterfall, zero-entry pool, lily pad course, hot tubs, lazy river, tiki hut, and of course, the beautiful BEACH!

                            

                        

                        

                    
                



		
                    
                        
                        
                            
                                Waterscape A312 2BR/2.5BA

                            

                            
                            A312 is located on the 3rd floor, and comes with a gorgeous beach, pool, & waterfall view!  It's the first unit to the parking garage, the elevator, and the the pool & hot tub entrance on the A side.  This unit has Sleep Number beds in both master suites.  From this unit you will view the waterfall, zero-entry pool, lily pad course, hot tubs, lazy river, tiki hut, and of course, the beautiful BEACH!

                            

                        

                        

                    
                




		
                    
                        
                        
                            
                                Waterscape A322 1BR/2BA

                            

                            
                            A322 is a is located on Waterscape's 3rd floor overlooking the beautiful pool deck and beach.  This condo has 1 bedroom plus an additional bunkroom, as well as two full bathrooms.  The living room and the master bedroom have walkout access to the patio where you can sit and watch the kids play while your troubles melt away.  This unit has the best view of the splash pad and water slide.

                            

                        

                        

                    
                


                
                    
                        
                        
                            
                                Waterscape A404 2BR/2.5BA

                            

                            
                            A404 is a 2 bedroom, 2.5 bath condo only 1 door back from the beach.  This unit boasts AMAZING beach views as well as great views of our pool area.  Your kids can play all over the beach and resort while you watch peacefully from the patio.  Sounds from the ocean will soothe you while you relax with a drink and unwind.  This is as close to the ocean as a 2 bedroom can get!

                            

                        

                        

                    
                


                
                    
                        
                        
                            
                                Waterscape A500 3BR/3.5BA

                            

                            
                            A500 is beachfront, FRONT ROW UNIT, with sweeping view of the Gulf Coast as far as the eye can see. This unit is Waterscape's largest condo, with 3 bedroom and 3.5 baths. There are only 12 end units in our resort of 339.  These are highly sought after due to the size and unmatched views.  Floor to ceiling windows across the entire front of the unit will take your breath away!  This condo is on the 5th floor.

                            

                        

                        

                    
                


                
                    
                        
                        
                            
                                Waterscape A516 2BR/2.5BA

                            

                            
                            A516 is in the middle of Waterscape on the fifth floor. This unit is high enough to look over over the tops of the palm trees for an unobstructed, GORGEOUS beach view.  This unit sleeps 8 in 2 bedrooms and a bunk room.  The bunkroom has a door for added privacy.

                            

                        

                        

                    
                


                
                    
                        
                        
                            
                                Waterscape A525 2BR/2.5BA

                            

                            
                            A525 is a 2 bedroom, 2.5 bath unit on the 5th floor at Waterscape.  This unit has expansive views of both the Gulf and the bay, as well as the Emerald Grand at the Destin Harborwalk. This condo has two King suites, a 65" smart TV, and TVs and a door in the bunkroom. View the Destin and Fort Walton Beach fireworks right from the patio!

                            

                        

                        

                    
                


                
                    
                        
                        
                            
                                Waterscape A614 2BR/2.5BA

                            

                            
                            A614 is a 2 bedroom, 2.5 bath unit on the 6th floor at Waterscape.  This unit has gorgeous, top level views of the Gulf of Mexico, as well as the the beautiful grounds of Waterscape. This condo has two bedroom suites with private bathrooms, a bunkroom with a door, and a remodeled kitchen.  It is in the middle of the resort, a GREAT place to be!

                            

                        

                        

                    
                



                
                    
                        
                        
                            
                                Waterscape B106 2BR/2.5BA

                            

                            
                            B106 is on the ground floor with step-off patio access right at the gate of the Lazy River. It contains two bedroom suites and an extra half-bath. B106 has an extra bunkroom where your children will love to hang out and watch their own cable-connected TVs. Waterscape B106 is the second unit to the lazy river and the third unit from the sand.  Ground level units are among the most desirable in the resort, and the location of this one is almost unbeatable!

                            

                        

                        

                    
                



                
                    
                        
                        
                            
                                Waterscape B108 2BR/2.5BA

                            

                            
                            B108 is on the ground floor with step-off patio access right near the gate of the Lazy River. It contains two bedroom suites and an extra half-bath. B108 has an extra bunkroom where your children will love to hang out and enjoy quiet time. This is the third unit to the lazy river and the fourth unit from the sand.  Ground level units are among the most desirable in the resort, and the location of this one is almost unbeatable!

                            

                        

                        

                    
                


                
                    
                        
                        
                            
                                Waterscape B110 2BR/2.5BA

                            

                            
                            B110 is on the ground floor with step-off patio access right near the gate of the main entrance to the waterfall pool. It contains two bedroom suites and an extra half-bath. B110 has an extra bunkroom with a door, where your kids can have their private hangout. This is the second unit to the main pool entrance and to parking.  It also has temporary parking at the door for loading/unloading. and the fourth unit from the sand.  Ground level units are among the most desirable in the resort, and the location of this one is only 5 doors to the sand!

                            

                        

                        

                    
                


                
                    
                        
                        
                            
                                Waterscape B112 2BR/2.5BA

                            

                            
                            B112 is on the ground floor and has a very private patio with a beautiful garden and pool view. It contains two master suites and an extra half-bath. B112 contains a rope lighted bunkroom, where your children will love to hang out and watch their own TVs. The first unit to the largest pool and only 6 units from the beach, B112's location is one of the most desirable in the resort.

                            

                        

                        

                    
                


                
                    
                        
                        
                            
                                Waterscape B203 2BR/2.5BA

                            

                            
                            B203 is on the second floor right at the front of the B building.  Walk out the door and access the steps or hop on the elevator right outside the entry door.  This unit is on the same level as the upper level heated pool and the waterslide, toddler pool, and splash pad.  It's a 2 bedroom, 2.5 bath unit with views of the Gulf from every room.  Sounds from the crashing waves will be abundant from this location.  And the SUNSET....

                            

                        

                        

                    
                



                
                    
                        
                        
                            
                                Waterscape B220 1BR/2BA

                            

                            
                            B220 is on the ground floor of the B building!  This unit sits just off the upper level pool (heated seasonally).  Step off the patio and you are right at the pool gate.  On the same level there is a toddler pool, waterslide, and splash pad.  The pool view here is beautiful, and your children can play on the lawn until they run their energy down.  This unit has 1 bedroom plus bunk beds and a sleeper sofa.

                            

                        

                        

                    
                


                
                    
                        
                        
                            
                                Waterscape B314 2BR/2.5BA

                            

                            
                            B314 is on the third floor right in the middle of Waterscape.  Walk out the door and access the steps or hop on the elevator (steps away), and ride down to PARADISE. Located inside the courtyard, this unit has spectacular view of both pool deck (upper and lower).  It's a 2 bedroom, 2.5 bath unit that sets just atop the waterfall at the zero-entry pool.  The soothing waterfall sounds heard from the patio put you in the the mode of true R&R--Rest and Relaxation.

                            

                        

                        

                    
                


                
                    
                        
                        
                            
                                Waterscape B316 1BR/2BA

                            

                            
                            B316 is on the third floor right in the middle of Waterscape.  It touches my 2BR B314 if you need side by side units.  Facing the beautiful courtyard, this unit has spectacular view of both pool deck (upper and lower).  It's a 1 bedroom, 2 bath unit that sets just atop the heated, upper level pool.  Watch the sun come over the building while you enjoy your morning coffee.

                            

                        

                        

                    
                



                
                    
                        
                        
                            
                                Waterscape B520 1BR/2BA

                            

                            
                            B520 sets on Waterscape's 5th floor and overlooks the upper level pool deck with views of the beach beyond.  This unit is accomodates six guests, with two in the master and two either on the bunks or on the sofa bed in the living room.  This unit is outfitted with all your favorite things and comes with beach service, kayaking, paddle boarding, and lots of beach items to help you make it through your trip.

                            

                        

                        

                    
                


                
                    
                        
                        
                            
                                Waterscape B626 1BR/2BA

                            

                            
                            B626 is on Waterscape's highest floor and boasts GREAT beach and pool views.  From this unit, you can see it all!  The unit is equipped with extra bunks and a sofa bed, and sleeps 6 on Waterscape's highest floor.

                            

                        

                        

                    
                


                
                    
                        
                        
                            
                                Waterscape C203 2BR/2BA

                            

                            
                            C203 is on the ground level, which opens up onto a large lawn where kids regularly play sports and games while Mom and Dad take care of the details of preparing meals or getting ready for the beach. This unit has a gorgeous view of the palm trees and pools beyond, and sounds from the waterfalls will soothe you while you unwind on the patio. Seasoned visitors seek the convenience of the ground level units. C203 is the best rated unit in the entire complex.

                            

                        

                        

                    
                


                
                    
                        
                        
                            
                                Waterscape C405 2BR/2BA

                            

                            
                            C405 in on Waterscape's fourth floor and boasts open views of the resort, pools, and Gulf waters. This unit has a beautiful large kitchen, backdoor parking, and upgrades throughout.   The sun shines on this patio all day long...you won't find shadows here!  This is a perfect location to see it all!

                            

                        

                        

                    
                


                
                    
                        
                        
                            
                                Waterscape C504 2BR/2BA

                            

                            
                            C504 is an adorable condo with a GREAT VIEW of the beach and resort. This unit is right next door to C505, allowing for side by side rentals.  This unit has a large kitchen and back door parking.  Convenient access, gorgeous patio views!

                            

                        

                        

                    
                


                
                    
                        
                        
                            
                                Waterscape C505 2BR/2BA

                            

                            
                            C505 is on the 5th floor and has amazing views of both the beach and the resort. This unit brings you a relaxing patio hammock, where you can unwind as sounds of the waterfalls rush you off to sleep. This unit houses Waterscape's cutest bunk room, where your children will rest peacefully under the lantern lights of the Flamingo room. C505 has breathtaking views and a great location.

                            

                        

                        

                    
                


                
                    
                        
                        
                            
                                Waterscape C600 3BR/3BA

                            

                            
                            C600 is a top level, 3BR/3BA condo overlooking the entire Waterscape Resort, with fabulous view of the beautiful Gulf of Mexico.  This unit includes large patio with access from the main living area and the master bedroom.  It is conveniently located in the resort, with an elevator right outside the door, and back door parking.  Views from this unit don't disappoint!

                            

                        

                        

                    
                


                
                    
                        
                        
                            
                                The Bay 4BR/3BA 
❤Pets❤

                            

                            
                            The Bay is a large, upscale private home rental on the peaceful and beautiful Bay Drive.  This street is home to Ft. Walton's finest views of Choctawhatchee Bay.  You can bring your own boat to our private dock, where you can also swim, fish, catch the sunrise, or just gaze over to Crab Island and the Destin Harbor. This home is 2 miles to public beaches.  But who needs it? You have a private paradise right in your own backyard.

                            

                        

                        

                    
                


                
                    
                        
                        
                            
                                Harbeson 3BR/2BA 
❤Pets❤

                            

                            
                            The Harbeson House is a downtown, pet-friendly rental home ready to get your friends and family to the Ft. Walton area.  Just two blocks from downtown, from here you can walk to concerts, nightlife, restuarants, and all things downtwon.  Harbeson House is only 1 mile from public beach access, so this is a means to a private, fenced in yard, while still being close to all the action.
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                    Please check calendars 
here
 before inquiring about dates.
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                        © Danica Connell - Waterscape
                            Rentals by Owner 2024
                        

			  	Waterscape Resort
				
Book Direct for Best Reviews, Best Service, and Best Prices.  
				

                    

                

            
                
                    	


                

            

        

    

    
    
    
    
    	
    
  